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The approach by ethnographic researching applied, this paper makes an attempt 
to draw a vast panorama of the folks’ daily life in Banyue Li, which is a She Zu 
village laying in East Fujian. 
After the exordium briefly illuminating the purpose, the methods and the sources 
of research, the mainbody of my paper can be divided into 10 chapters.  
Chapter 1 specifies the settlement circumstance of Banyue Li, including 
geographical position, ecological environment, administration systems, settlement 
structure, directions of inner roads, ancient state highways, settlement identification 
and architecture.  
In Chapter 2, the means of livelihood and the previous and present economics in 
Banyue Li will be discussed with 3 time dimensions, and consequently, livelihood 
changes, growths of alimentary and cash crops, handicrafts, civil creditor debtor 
organizations, rural fairs and livestock breeding involved. 
The chief topic of Chapter 3 is diet and health in Banyue Li. Here I make 
detailed records of daily food, cooking practice, ceremonial dinner, alcohol, tea and so 
on, meanwhile I mention the local folks’ concepts of fitness and disease, and the ways 
of heath caring and healing. 
Based on statistics from my door-to-door interviews in Banyue Li, Chapter 4 
indicates the living situation comprised of types of population and families, and the 
reasons, rules and ceremony of living apart.  
Chapter 5 refers to 3 vital subjects in Banyue Li: matrimony, procreating and 
raising. Types of marriage, range of intermarrying and wedding customs should be 
portrayed in the first subject matrimony. The second one, procreating can be linked to 
childbearing, puerperium-care, baby's completion of his 3 days, first month even 1 
year of life and his manhood. And then I also elaborate the naming depositum, 
baby-care and some policy of birth control in raising at length. 














matter of folk religion will be put into narrating in Chapter 7, which deals with belief 
systems, systems of gods, masters in rites, ritual activities, donating records in shrine 
and folks’ attitudes to belief. 
The theme of Chapter 8 is lineages in Banyue Li. I hope to introduce the frames, 
origins, migrations, keymen, phylogeny, organizing forms and ceremonies of the 
lineages there, and to elucidate memoral temples, genealogies and ancestral estates as 
significant symbols of those lineages. 
Annual celebrations classified by seasons are depicted in Chapter 9, such as New 
Year's Eve, The Lantern Festival, Qingming, the Dragon Boat Festival etc. 
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图 1-1 霞浦县在福建省的位置         图 1—2 霞浦县行政区划图
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